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Abstract

Most of the existing video face super-resolution (VFSR)
methods are trained and evaluated on VoxCeleb1, which
is designed specifically for speaker identification and the
frames in this dataset are of low quality. As a conse-
quence, the VFSR models trained on this dataset can not
output visual-pleasing results. In this paper, we develop an
automatic and scalable pipeline to collect a high-quality
video face dataset (VFHQ), which contains over 16, 000
high-fidelity clips of diverse interview scenarios. To ver-
ify the necessity of VFHQ, we further conduct experiments
and demonstrate that VFSR models trained on our VFHQ
dataset can generate results with sharper edges and finer
textures than those trained on VoxCeleb1. In addition, we
show that the temporal information plays a pivotal role in
eliminating video consistency issues as well as further im-
proving visual performance. Based on VFHQ, by analyz-
ing the benchmarking study of several state-of-the-art algo-
rithms under bicubic and blind settings.

1. Introduction
As a special category of image super-resolution (SR) [12,

14, 30], face super-resolution (FSR) is an active research
topic towards face-related applications, and has attracted
increasing attention. Face super-resolution aims at restor-
ing high resolution (HR) face images from low-resolution
(LR) observations. Existing deep-learning-based methods
mainly focus on exploiting the information of a single in-
put image with the help of various priors, such as geometry
facial priors [5,6,47], reference priors [11,27–29] or gener-
ative facial priors [41, 46]. Thanks to the powerful capacity
of convolutional neural networks (CNN) and the availability
of high-quality face image datasets (e.g., FFHQ [20]), some
recent methods [5, 41, 46] can restore high-quality face im-
ages with the size up to 512 × 512 or even 1024 × 1024,
from distorted face inputs.

Despite the rapid development of single-frame face SR,
a few deep-learning-based methods [13, 19, 44] have tried
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to make progress for VFSR and their performance are even
significantly inferior to the results of existing single face SR
algorithms. We argue that it is the low quality of the train-
ing datasets that restrict the development of this field. The
commonly-used dataset in VFSR is VoxCeleb1 [35] or Vox-
Celeb2 [7]. Though the image spatial size in those datasets
can reach 800 × 800, the contents are blurry and have ap-
parent video compression artifacts, as shown in the top of
Fig. 2. Hence, algorithms trained with such datasets will
inevitably retain those artifacts and are unable to generate
high-quality details.

One may also want to directly apply single-frame face
SR methods to videos. However, those approaches always
lead to inconsistency among frames, which is a common is-
sue in video applications [2, 23, 26]. Many works [23, 26]
have shown that this inconsistency issue could be mitigated
by training with multi-frame supervision. Moreover, ex-
ploiting multi-frame information will further improve the
restoration performance [4, 40]. Therefore, it is highly de-
sired to have a high-quality VFSR dataset. Constructing
such a high-quality video face dataset is non-trivial work, as
there are several complicated steps from the raw videos to
the selected high-quality cropped face clips. In this work,
we aim to establish an automatic and scalable pipeline to
collect high-quality face clips from web videos. Based on
this scalable pipeline, we have constructed the Video Face
dataset with High Quality (VFHQ), which contains over
16,000 high-fidelity clips of diverse interview scenarios.

It is clear that the quality of VFHQ is superior to Vox-
Celeb1, as shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 (d).
Besides, the clip resolution in VFHQ is between 700× 700
and 1000× 1000, which is close to the resolution of FFHQ
images. To verify the necessity of VFHQ compared against
VoxCeleb1 for video face SR, we train the BasicVSR [4], a
state-of-the-art video SR method, on these two datasets re-
spectively and compare their results accordingly. Equipped
with VFHQ, BasicVSR can achieve more faithful results,
and can restore more realistic textures with GAN train-
ing [15, 25], as shown in Fig. 1. We further experimentally
show that directly applying single-frame face SR methods
trained on FFHQ to restore distorted videos are sub-optimal.
Instead, VFHQ not only contains high-fidelity details for
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BasicVSR-GAN
trained on VoxCeleb1

BasicVSR-GAN 
trained on VFHQ

Figure 1. Visual comparison between BasicVSR-GAN models
trained with Voxceleb1 and VFHQ dataset, respectively. The high-
quality VFHQ dataset helps to recover more visual-pleasing re-
sults with finer details.

each individual frame, but also provides beneficial tempo-
ral information to promote better video consistency.

Based on the proposed VFHQ, we further conduct sev-
eral benchmarking studies on the ×4 bicubic and blind
degradation settings. We summarize our contributions as
follows. 1) We establish an automatic and scalable pipeline
to collect high-quality face clips from web videos, and con-
struct a high-quality video face dataset VFHQ, which is su-
perior to the commonly-used VoxCeleb1 in both quantita-
tive and qualitative evaluation. 2) We further verify the ne-
cessity of VFHQ compared against VoxCeleb1 and FFHQ.
By using VFHQ, the recent works can achieve better per-
formance than the same models trained on VoxCeleb1. Be-
sides, compared against FFHQ, VFHQ can help to recover
more details and mitigate the inconsistency issue in restored
videos. 3) Based on VFHQ, we evaluate several state-of-
the-art methods in both bicubic and blind degradation set-
tings to better understand the potential and limitations of
those methods.

2. Related Work
Face super-resolution is an active problem in computer

vision and can be divided into single-frame face super-
resolution (SFSR) and video face super-resolution (VFSR).

This problem has been studied for a long time and please
refer to [18] for a detailed survey. Different from single im-
age SR methods [8, 12, 16, 21, 25, 31, 33, 38, 42, 48, 49] that
directly learn a mapping from low-resolution image to their
high-resolution counterpart, most SFSR methods attempt to
integrate facial prior knowledge into the CNN architecture.
There are three typical types of face-specific priors: geome-
try priors [5,6,43,47,50], reference-based priors [28,29] and
generative facial priors [41, 46]. In contrast to the fast de-
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Figure 2. Visual comparisons between the two datasets: Vox-
Celeb1 (top) and VFHQ (bottom). Images are randomly selected
from the dataset. VFHQ images have much higher quality. Zoom
in for best view

velopment of single-frame face SR, there are few attempts
in VFSR [13, 34, 44] based on deep neural networks. All
these methods focus on investigating the fusion of spatial
and temporal information across frames or the fusion of au-
ral and visual modalities. They do not consider the facial
priors as SFSR does. Therefore, they are similar to general
video super-resolution [4,40,45] except for the used dataset.

The rapid development of the SFSR field can be partly
attributed to the richness of image face datasets. There are
several widely-used datasets for training and evaluating the
SFSR methods, e.g., Helen [24], CelebA [32], LFW [17],
AFLW [22] and FFHQ [20]. Among them, FFHQ consists
of 70, 000 high-quality images whose initial size exceeds
1024 × 1024. Based on the FFHQ dataset, some recent
works [5, 41, 46] have achieved superior performance and
can restore faces with faithful textures. Due to the low cost
of taking high-definition face pictures and abundant online
resources, it is easy to construct such high-quality image
datasets without complicated pre-processing. In contrast to
the abundant face image datasets, the most commonly used
datasets in VFSR are VoxCeleb1 [35] and VoxCeleb2 [7].
Although these two datasets contain numerous utterances
of celebrities, the resolution and quality of most videos are
so poor that the models trained on these datasets do not have
adequate ability to restore high-quality frames as SFSR
methods. In order to fill the gap between the image face
dataset and video face dataset, we propose a pipeline to ex-
tract high-quality face clips from web videos, and construct
a high-quality video face dataset (VFHQ), which could pro-
mote the development of the VFSR field.
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Figure 3. Visual comparison between VoxCeleb1 and VFHQ. For
each dataset, we select five consecutive frames and the identity
of selected videos is the same. The odd rows are the pictures of
VoxCeleb1, while the even rows are the pictures of VFHQ. Zoom
in for best view

3. Dataset Description

Following VoxCeleb1 [35], VFHQ is composed of clips
for celebrities and is extracted from YouTube videos. The
visual comparisons between VoxCeleb1 and VFHQ are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

The pipeline adopted in collecting VoxCeleb1 and Vox-
Celeb2 is the same, which means the quality of these two
datasets is nearly the same. Here, we only compare VFHQ
with VoxCeleb1. In Fig. 2, we show several images ran-
domly selected from VoxCeleb1. It can be observed that
most of the frames in VoxCeleb1 are blurry and of low qual-
ity, while the face details in VFHQ are well preserved. We
further select two sets of videos with the same identity from
these two datasets, and show five consecutive frames within
each video, as shown in Fig. 3. The frames in VFHQ re-
tain relatively high quality across the whole video, while
the frames in VoxCeleb1 are distorted with severe compres-
sion.

Moreover, we present the distribution of VFHQ celebri-
ties in different aspects including nationality and gender. In
our VFHQ celebrity list, we include persons that come from
more than 20 distinct countries (Fig. 4 (a)). The proportion
of men and women is roughly the same (Fig. 4 (b)). Com-
pared with VoxCeleb1, the clip resolution of our VFHQ is
much higher (Fig. 4 (c)). The hyperIQA (a blind image
quality assessment (BIQA) method for authentically dis-
torted images) [36] score of clips in VoxCeleb1 and VFHQ
is shown in Fig. 4 (d), which quantitatively reflects the high-
quality of VFHQ.

(d) HyperIQA Score
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Figure 4. Distribution of the properties of the celebrities in our
VFHQ in different aspects. As shown in (a), VFHQ includes per-
sons that come from more than 20 distinct countries. In (b), we
notice that the proportion of men and women is roughly the same.
The figure (c) demonstrates that the distribution of clip resolution
of our VFHQ is different from VoxCeleb1 and the resolution of
VFHQ is much higher than VoxCeleb1. Above the bar is the num-
ber of clips. Note that we use the length of the shortest side as the
clip resolution. The figure (d) shows that the quality of VFHQ is
higher than VoxCeleb1 quantitatively.

4. Dataset Collection Pipeline

This section describes our multi-stage approach to col-
lecting the VFHQ dataset, starting from YouTube videos.
We adopt several CNN-based algorithms, including face
detection (RetinaNet [10]), face recognition (ArcFace [9]),
face alignment (AWing [39]), tracking (SORT [1]) and im-
age quality assessment (HyperIQA [36]).

The pipeline involves 1) obtaining the raw videos from
YouTube; 2) tracking faces by adopting RetinaNet and
SORT algorithms; 3) confirming that the identity of each
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sub-video is the same by ArcFace; 4) selecting high qual-
ity sub-videos (top-three) within each video by calculating
the assessment score and face landmark motions. Using this
scalable pipeline, we have obtained 16, 827 video clips. We
discuss the key stages in the following subsections.

4.1. Stage 1. Downloading videos from YouTube

Both VoxCeleb1 and VGGFace2 [3] provide a name list
of celebrity, which contains 1, 251 and 9, 131 celebrities re-
spectively. Based on these two lists, we crawl the corre-
sponding videos from YouTube. Specifically, we append
the word ‘interview 4K’ to the name of a celebrity in search
query and download the top 20 videos for each celebrity.

4.2. Stage 2. Face tracking

For each frame within the video, we first use RetinaNet
to detect face bounding boxes and filter out the detections
with small sizes (less than 500 × 500). Then, all face de-
tections are grouped together into face tracks by SORT. At
this stage, we keep the tracks with the frame length between
100 and 2000.

4.3. Stage 3. Face verification

Based on the coarse tracks generated by the previous
stage, we further refine the tracks to confirm that the de-
tections in each track have the same identity. This is done
by first using ArcFace to extract the feature of each detec-
tion and then calculating the L2 similarity within every two
features. The identities of two frames are considered to be
different when the similarity is larger than a threshold 1.24.
In this case, we will split a long clip into several short clips,
in order to make sure that each frame within one short clip
belongs to the same identity. At this stage, we also filter out
clips that have less than 100 frames.

4.4. Stage 4. Selecting high-quality clips

For a clip that has not been filtered out, we are sure that it
has a large spatial size (resolution), but we cannot guarantee
its quality. Empirically, we find that HyperIQA [36] owns
good generalization ability for face quality assessment in
real scenes and we integrate it into our pipeline to help filter
out low-quality clips.

Specifically, we first calculate the assessment score (the
score of HyperIQA) ASframe of each frame. The score
ranges from 0 to 100 and the higher value represents better
quality. Empirically, we compare it with the threshold 42.
Once the assessment scores of more than four consecutive
frames are less than this threshold, we discard these frames
and divide the clip into two clips. After that, we calculate
the average assessment score ASclip of each clip and com-
pare it with the overall threshold (we empirically set it to
45). The clips of which the average score is less than this
threshold are discarded.
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Figure 5. The number and proportion of remained videos after
each stage. “Video number” means that the number of full videos
crawled from YouTube. “Video clip number” means that the num-
ber of clips split from full videos. VFHQ includes 16, 827 clips
from 7, 228 videos.

After the procedure of the above two steps, we find that
some videos have a large number of clips that meet the re-
quirements, while others have only one or two. To increase
the dataset diversity and eliminate the imbalance, we finally
select top-three high-quality clips for each video by con-
sidering both the assessment scores ASclip and landmark
motion Mclip:

Scoreclip = αASclip + βM̂clip, (1)

The landmark motion Mclip is calculated on the 98 land-
mark points:

Mclip =
1

N × 98

N−1∑
i=1

∥Li+1 − Li∥2, (2)

where Li and Li+1 are the 98 landmark results of the i and
i+ 1 frames. N is the total frame number in each clip. We
further normalize Mclip by:

M̂clip = 0.25Mclip + 42.5. (3)

Empirically, we set α and β to 0.5 and 0.2, respectively, to
balance their importance.

4.5. Stage 5. Manual filtering

Ideally, the proposed automatic pipeline can filter out all
clips with distortion. However, there exists the generaliza-
tion problem for HyperIQA and we need to manually verify
the qualify of remained clips. Compared to directly manual
filtering the remained clips (frame by frame) of stage 3, the
amount of clips that need to be processed is greatly reduced
and the process of verification takes less time. In practice,
we uniformly select five frames for each clip and check their
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quality. The clip will be discarded when all five frames are
obviously of low quality.

From stage 2 to stage 5, we discard the unsatisfied videos
steadily. Fig. 5 shows the proportion of remaining videos
after each stage. We have crawled a total of 95, 767 raw
videos and finally obtain 16, 827 clips from 7, 228 videos.
The percentage of final remaining high-quality videos is
about 7.55%.

The diversity of motion is considered during collection
and VFHQ clips can be categorized into 3 categories ac-
cording to their motions. We calculate the average pixel
displacement of each clip to perform such division. The
ratio of large motion, middle motion and slow motion are
23.6%, 32.2% and 44.2%, respectively.

5. The necessity of VFHQ
The intuitive difference between VFHQ and the other

two datasets (i.e, VoxCeleb1 and FFHQ) is that the quality
of VFHQ is superior to VoxCeleb1 and FFHQ lacks tem-
poral information. However, the effectiveness of VFHQ is
still unclear. Hence, we further investigate two questions in
the following section.

1. The necessity of our proposed VFHQ compared
against VoxCeleb1. We verify this in the following
experiments from two facets: 1) Is VFHQ a more suit-
able dataset for evaluating existing algorithms? 2) Will
training on VFHQ improves the visual quality, for both
the MSE-based and GAN-based methods?

2. The necessity of our proposed VFHQ compared
against FFHQ. We verify this in the following exper-
iments from two aspects: 1) How does the quality of
VFHQ compared against FFHQ? 2) Will utilizing the
temporal information help to relieve the video consis-
tency issue and further enhance visual quality?

5.1. Experiment Settings

We compare different methods on three datasets: FFHQ,
VoxCeleb1 and our proposed VFHQ. Specifically, we
choose the representative image SR method – ESR-
GAN [42], the state-of-the-art video SR method – Ba-
sicVSR [4] and our implemented BasicVSR-GAN. The de-
tails of these methods and more experiments with other
methods (RRDB, EDVR, EDVR-GAN) can be found in the
supplementary materials.

Recent works [5,41,46] are focusing on restoring or gen-
erating high-quality faces whose sizes are up to 512× 512.
Following GFPGAN [41], we resize all the images to
512 × 512 as HR images. All experiments in this section
are performed with a scaling factor of ×4 between LR and
HR images/frames. The corresponding LR images/frames
are obtained by down-sampling the corresponding HR im-
ages/frames with the MATLAB bicubic kernel.
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Figure 6. Qualitative comparisons of BasicVSR models trained
with VoxCeleb1 and with VFHQ datasets. ((a) evaluated on
VoxCeleb-Test, (b) evaluated on VFHQ-Test). (c) Qualitative
comparisons of BasicVSR-GAN models trained with VoxCeleb1
and with VFHQ datasets. Zoom in for best view

ESRGAN trained on VFHQ ESRGAN trained on VFHQESRGAN trained on FFHQ ESRGAN trained on FFHQ

Figure 7. Visual comparisons between ESRGAN models trained
with VFHQ and with FFHQ dataset, respectively. Both models
restore similar details in face components. Zoom in for best view

For better evaluation, we construct two testing datasets,
VoxCeleb1-Test and VFHQ-Test. VoxCeleb1-Test con-
tains 20 sequences that are randomly selected from Vox-
Celeb2 [7]. VFHQ-Test is composed of 50 sequences that
are randomly selected from VFHQ. Note that these two test-
ing datasets have no overlap with their corresponding train-
ing datasets. All other clips that are not included in these
two test datasets respectively construct two corresponding
training datasets.

5.2. Comparisons with VoxCeleb1

VFHQ is proposed as a supplement to VoxCeleb1 and
we hope VFHQ can be a new dataset for face SR. From
Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, we can observe that VFHQ is superior
to VoxCeleb1 in two facets: image quality and resolution
distribution. To further explore the necessity of VFHQ for
face SR, we train BasicVSR based on these two datasets and
evaluate their results in VoxCeleb1-Test and VFHQ-Test.
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Table 1. Quantitative results on VoxCeleb1-Test and VFHQ-Test.
Trained on BasicVSR.

Methods Training
Datasets

VoxCeleb-Test VFHQ-Test
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

BasicVSR VoxCeleb1 43.367 0.9829 36.064 0.9410
VFHQ 42.760 0.9817 36.399 0.9429

Table 2. Quantitative results with different training input frames
for BasicVSR. Evaluated on VFHQ-Test.“Length” indicates the
input frame length of network during the training phase.

Method Length PSNR (dB) SSIM

BasicVSR L=1 35.213 0.9293
L=7 36.258 (+1.045) 0.9412 (+0.0119)

The quantitative evaluation can be found in Tab. 1. Due
to the difference in the distribution of VFHQ and Vox-
Celeb1, for a specific testing dataset, the model trained on
the corresponding training dataset achieves the better per-
formance on PSNR/SSIM metrics. However, from visual
comparisons in Fig. 6 (a), we can find that: The quality of
Ground-Truth (GT) in VoxCeleb1-Test is blurry with dis-
tortions. As PSNR is a pixel-wise metric, the restored fa-
cial components with lower quality may get a higher value.
This phenomenon indicates that VoxCeleb1 dataset is not
suitable for making paired test dataset to evaluate the per-
formance of existing methods. Since many works [13, 44]
evaluate their proposed methods based on the paired test
dataset generated by VoxCeleb, we think that a high-quality
test dataset to better evaluate existing algorithms is in ur-
gent need. In Fig. 6 (b), it is clear that BasicVSR trained
with VFHQ recovers more faithful details in the eyes than
BasicVSR trained with VoxCeleb1.

For restoration task, GAN is a common technique for
generating more realistic images. Therefore, based on Vox-
Celeb1 and VFHQ, we further fine-tune their corresponding
BasicVSR, obtaining BasicVSR-GAN. As shown in Fig. 6
(c), BasicVSR-GAN trained with VoxCeleb1 fails to retain
the fidelity of teeth and tends to generate artifacts, while
BasicVSR-GAN trained with VFHQ obtains better teeth
shape. Besides, when trained with VFHQ, BasicVSR-GAN
is capable of recovering faithful details in the eyes.

In summary, compared against VoxCeleb1, the necessity
of VFHQ reflects in two aspects. 1) It is a suitable dataset
for evaluating existing algorithms, which can further pro-
mote researchers to propose better algorithms with better
visual effects. 2) For an algorithm (e.g, BasicVSR), when
trained with VFHQ rather than VoxCeleb1, the algorithm
can restore more realistic textures. This phenomenon is
more obvious when the algorithm is trained with GAN.

5.3. Comparisons with FFHQ

FFHQ [20] is a high-quality image dataset of human
faces. Since both VFHQ and FFHQ are high-definition face
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Figure 8. Qualitative comparisons between BasicVSR-GAN and
ESRGAN. We present the result of five consecutive frames. Top:
BasicVSR-GAN can restore the complete tooth shapes while ES-
RGAN mixes all the teeth together. Bottom: the bright spots in
eyes keep changing for different frames in ESRGAN, while are
consistent in BasicVSR-GAN. Zoom in for best view

datasets, we wonder how does the quality of VFHQ com-
pare to FFHQ. To clarify this, we trained two ESRGAN
models with VFHQ and with FFHQ datasets, respectively.
The visual comparisons show in Fig. 7. We can observe that
the ESRGAN model trained with VFHQ dataset can restore
similar details in face components as the ESRGAN model
trained on FFHQ dataset, reflecting the high-quality of our
collected VFHQ.

In many scenarios that require face SR, directly applying
single-frame face SR methods is an option. However, it is
a sub-optimal option since it ignores the temporal informa-
tion in the videos. By utilizing temporal information, there
are two benefits. 1) It helps achieve better results by consid-
ering complementary information between adjacent frames.
2) It can mitigate inconsistency issues in restored videos.

To clarify this, we apply ESRGAN [42] trained with
FFHQ [20] to VFHQ-Test and compare the results with
BasicVSR-GAN, as shown in Fig. 8. We can draw the fol-
lowing observations. 1) For facial components like teeth
(1st and 2nd row), BasicVSR-GAN can restore the com-
plete tooth shapes while ESRGAN mixes all the teeth to-
gether. 2) Since ESRGAN is a single-frame method and
do not consider the information among consecutive frames,
each frame in the restored video is independent of each
other. Although the motion contained in these frames are
small, ESRGAN still leads to obviously pixel jittering.
Specifically, the shape of teeth (top) and the bright spots
in eyes (bottom) keep changing among the restored five
frames. 3) Exploiting temporal information in VFHQ is ef-
fective to eliminate the inconsistency and improve both the
qualitative and quantitative performances.
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Table 3. Benchmarking results with bicubic degradation model (evaluated on VFHQ-Test). Average PSNR/SSIM values for scaling factor
×4. Red and blue indicates the best and second best performance. The sampling interval in the testing phase is equal to 5.

Interval Metrics MSE-based GAN-based
Bicubic RRDB EDVRM BasicVSR ESRGAN EDVRM-GAN BasicVSR-GAN

5 PSNR 31.964 35.332 36.090 36.258 32.803 33.592 32.327
SSIM 0.8939 0.9302 0.9399 0.9412 0.8961 0.9089 0.8869

Bicubic RRDB EDVRM BasicVSR ESRGAN EDVRM-GAN BasicVSR-GAN GT

Figure 9. Qualitative comparisons by different models in ×4 bicubic degradation setting. Zoom in for best view

We also conduct comparisons under the same network
architectures to validate the effectiveness of temporal infor-
mation in improving performance. As shown in Tab 2, on
the VFHQ-Test dataset, BasicVSR with seven input frame
length (L=7) outperforms BasicVSR with only one frame
(L=1, with equivalent computation FLOPs) by a large mar-
gin. It indicates that multi-frame temporal information is
pivotal for improving the restoration performance of face
videos.

In summary, the quality of VFHQ is comparable with
FFHQ. For restoring distorted videos (especially with large
motion), compared to FFHQ, the temporal information in
VFHQ is pivotal for relieving the video consistency issue
and improving the visual quality of restored videos.

6. Benchmark Experiments
6.1. Degradations

To comprehensively evaluate existing methods on
VFHQ, we select two degradation models, the bicubic
degradation model and the blind degradation model. The
first one is classical in super-resolution and the second one
is closer to real-world degradation. Details of these two
degradations are described as follows.
Bicubic degradation model is implemented by adopting
the Matlab function imresize. The downsample scale is ×4.
Blind degradation model [27, 41] is implemented by fol-
lowing the practice in [41]. Considering the compression
type in image and video datasets is different, we use FFM-
PEG rather than JPEG to simulate the compression. To be
specific, the degradation model is:

x = [(y ⊛ kσ) ↓r +nδ]FFMPEGcrf
(4)

where x and y are paired low-resolution and high-
resolution clips. The kσ , r, nδ and crf are Gaussian blur
kernel, down-sampler factor, additive white Gaussian noise,
constant rate factor (decides how many bits will be used for

each frame), respectively. The r equals 4 in experiments.
The sampling range of σ, δ and crf are {0.1 : 10}, {0 : 10},
{18 : 25}, respectively. Note that for each individual train-
ing pair, we only sample one value for σ and crf , whereas
the δ varies among frames in the clip by following [37].

6.2. Comparison in Bicubic Degradation

We conduct experiments with the MSE-based and GAN-
based methods. Specifically, for MSE-based methods, we
select RRDB [42], EDVRM [40], BasicVSR [4]. For GAN-
based methods, we select ESRGAN [42] and EDVRM-
GAN and BasicVSR-GAN, which are fine-tuned based on
their corresponding PSNR-oriented models with generative
adversarial loss. In the training phase, to increase the mo-
tion range, we interval sample a continuous video and input
the newly composed video to the network. To be specifi-
cally, the sampling interval is {3 : 7}. In the testing phase,
we also evaluate the performance of difference sampling in-
tervals of test datasets. Here we only show the results whose
sampling interval is equal to 5. Results of other intervals
and more visual comparison among these methods can be
found in the supplementary materials.

Tab. 3 shows a quantitative comparison between these
methods. Consistent with the performance in the general
video super-resolution field, BasisVSR achieves the best
performance in PSNR and SSIM metrics. The visual com-
parison of these methods is shown in Fig. 9, for the current
test image, we can find that ESRGAN, EDVRM-GAN and
BasicVSR-GAN can restore faithful facial details. This in-
dicates that for video face super-resolution task, specifically
in ×4 bicubic degradation setting, current methods are ca-
pable of restoring high-quality face videos. In a larger scale
ratio (e.g, ×8), the performance gap between these meth-
ods is larger and there needs more investigation for a larger
scale ratio in the bicubic setting. Experiments for ×8 scale
can be found in the supplementary materials.
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Table 4. Benchmarking results with blind degradation model (evaluated on VFHQ-Test). Average PSNR/SSIM/LPIPS values for scaling
factor ×4. Red and blue indicates the best and second best performance. The sampling interval in the testing phase is equal to 5.

Interval Metrics MSE-based GAN-based GAN-prior based
Bicubic EDVRM BasicVSR EDVRM-GAN BasicVSR-GAN DFDNet GFPGAN GPEN

5
PSNR 26.842 29.457 29.472 26.682 25.813 25.178 25.978 26.672
SSIM 0.7909 0.8428 0.8430 0.7638 0.741 0.7560 0.7723 0.7768
LPIPS 0.4098 0.3288 0.3309 0.3076 0.3214 0.4008 0.3446 0.3607

Table 5. Quantitative results of combining MSE-based method
and GAN-prior based method. Evaluated on VFHQ-Test. The
sampling interval in the testing phase is equal to 5.

Interval Metrics EDVRM+GFPGAN BasicVSR+GFPGAN

5
PSNR 27.879 27.868
SSIM 0.8198 0.8195
LPIPS 0.3265 0.3266

6.3. Comparison in Blind Degradation

Similar to the benchmarking study conducted in the
bicubic degradation setting, we evaluate the MSE-based
and GAN-based methods in the blind degradation setting.
Considering that recent GAN-prior based methods [41, 46]
and DFDNet [27] can restore realistic faces on both syn-
thetic and real-world datasets, we also include those meth-
ods for comparison. Here, the testing datasets are syn-
thesized based on the same degradation model used in the
training pairs. For these three algorithms, we directly apply
their released pre-trained models to distorted videos. We
also show the restored results of which the sampling inter-
val is equal to 5.

The quantitative results are listed in Tab. 4. We find that
in the blind degradation setting, the gap between EDVR and
BasicVSR on PSNR/SSIM metrics is smaller than the bicu-
bic degradation. For LPIPS metric, we only evaluate the
performance of five frames within each restored sequence
and EDVRM-GAN achieves the best performance among
these methods.

The strategy of applying both MSE-based method and
GAN-prior method to restore distorted sequence is also
adopted and the results are listed in Tab 5. Although the per-
formance of EDVRM+GFPGAN and BasicVSR+GFPGAN
is better than GFPGAN on LPIPS metric, their performance
is inferior to their corresponding GAN-based methods. It
indicates that end-to-end training is a better strategy. The
design of combining MSE-based methods and GAN-prior
based methods into a unified network is left as our future
work.

Unlike the bicubic degradation setting, existing methods
have limitations in the blind setting, as shown in Fig. 10.
Specifically, for BasicVSR-GAN, although with end-to-end
training, it can not restore realistic faces when the degrada-
tion of the input video is relatively severe (still in the range
of training data distribution). For GFPGAN, it produces un-

BasicVSR-GAN

GFPGAN

Figure 10. Limitations of BasicVSR-GAN and GFPGAN.

natural results for very large poses. Since it only takes the
corresponding distorted face as the input, there exists obvi-
ous inconsistency in the restored videos. More visual results
are shown in the supplementary materials.

7. Conclusion
Compared against high-quality face image datasets, the

poor quality of training and testing video face datasets has
restricted the development of multi-frame face SR research.
To fill the gap between the image face dataset and video
face dataset, we propose an automatic and scalable pipeline
to collect high-quality face clips from web videos, and con-
struct a Video Face dataset with High Quality (VFHQ).
Based on VFHQ, we further reveal its importance for multi-
frame face SR by exploring the necessity of VFHQ com-
pared to VoxCeleb1 and FFHQ. In addition, we conduct
benchmarking studies in bicubic and blind settings. Future
work includes the investigation of generative facial priors in
multi-frame face SR, with the help of VFHQ.

The proposed VFHQ may have some negative social im-
pacts, like leaking privacy. To mitigate the influence of pri-
vacy, the selected identities are celebrities and the celebrity
list comes from two public datasets [3, 35]. Users are re-
quired to read the license file provided by [3] carefully be-
fore downloading the data. We sincerely hope the collected
VFHQ can promote the development of face-related appli-
cations.
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